Oklahoma Symbols Trunk Contents

The Oklahoma Symbols Trunk has a variety of hands-on items, activities, and materials for classroom use. You may use any or all of the items.

Information Binder – This binder has three activity books: Oklahoma Symbols coloring book, Oklahoma activity book, and Oklahoma Symbols Projects. You may photocopy any of the pages and use them in your classroom as you wish. The binder also has a paper copy of this guide and a curriculum CD.

Oklahoma Symbols Flash Cards – These laminated flash cards have a picture of an official state symbol on one side and the name of the symbol on the other. Students may use these for study or a flash card game.

Hands-on State Symbols – This trunk has a set of objects representing our state symbols.

- Rose Rock
- Plush Scissortail Flycatcher
- Hourglass Selenite Crystals (2)
- Artificial Watermelon Slice
- State Seal Coin
- Oklahoma Flag with Stand
- Ceramic Bison
- Laminated Images (10)

Oklahoma: My Native Land CD and Lyric Booklet – Your students can listen to the CD and sing along using the lyrics provided. You may make copies of the lyrics to hand out.